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The writers have recently made a study [6] of approximation
to an
arbitrary function by polynomials on a finite point set 7i:(zi, z2, ■ • ■ , zm),
with especial reference to the study of polynomials zn+aizn~1 + • • • of least
norm on real E. The present paper is a continuation of that study of the
anatomy of such polynomials, but where now we emphasize nonreal E. Notation and terminology are uniform with the preceding paper, to which the
reader may refer for details.
In §1 we study the determination
of 7"-polynomials of degree m —l ior

the norm
m

(0.1)

Y M*I Tm-i(zk)\p,

pk>0,p>0,

jfc-l

in the various cases p —\, p>l,
0<p<l;
a ^-polynomial
of degree n is
merely a polynomial Tn(z) = z"+ • • • of least norm. In §§2 and 3 we study
the geometry of zeros of extremal polynomials, including (§3) analogs and
extensions of Fejer's Principle. In §4 we consider extremal polynomials on
point sets which are modified by adjunction or deletion of various points, and
in §5 study real polynomials, showing that for real E three sets of polynomials
are identical: those whose zeros separate a subset of E, those minimizing norm
(0.1) with p = 1 and unprescribed weights, and the set of infrapolynomials on
E. In §6 we establish the orthogonality
conditions relating to (1), and in §7
consider for fixed degree the polynomials of best approximation
on an interval
as limits of polynomials of best approximation
on a finite set E.
1. Totality of 7'-polynomials, n = m —1. For reference we state a result

already established [6, Theorem 8]:
Theorem 1.1. Let E:(zi, z2, ■ • ■ , zm) consist of m(>l) distinct points, and
let the pk be positive. Then the totality of T-polynomials of degree m —l, namely
Tm-i(z)=zm~l+

• ■ ■ of minimum

norm
m

(1 • 1)

p(T»-i) = Yl*k\ Tm-i(zk) \,
i

P*>0,
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is found as follows. With the notation w(z) = Ylm (z—zt), let E' be the subset of
E on which the numbers pk | co'(zt) | take their least value on E. Choose the number
Xfc(ft = l, 2, • • • , m) as zero if zk belongs to E—E' and as an arbitrary nonnegative number if zk belongs to E', subject to the restriction Y? X*= 1- Then we
have
m

(1.2)

\

Tm_x(z) m «(*) Y1

Equation

(1.2) is essentially Lagrange's
-

z — zk

interpolation
Tm-i(zk)

Tm-x(z) = 2-

,, >-"'

i

u'(zk)

formula

a(z)

z — zk

where we have Tm-x(zk) =\ku'(zk).

That (1.2) is essentially Lagrange's interpolation
formula
inspection of the terms in that formula involving zm~1:

follows from

i = - r_i(«»)
x

u'(Zk)

It may be noticed that for each point zk of E we have
(1.3)

arg Tm-i(zk) = arg w'(zt),

whenever the first member is defined. Reciprocally,
if Tm-\(z)=zm~l-\■• •
is a polynomial for which (1.3) holds for all ft whenever the first member is

defined, then (1.2) is valid with X*^0, Y? X*= l.
A necessary and sufficient condition that (1.2) with all Xi subject merely
to the requirements X*^ 0, Y? X*= 1 should represent the totality of extremal
polynomials
is that pk\oo'(zk) \ be independent
of ft.
In order to prove the analog of Theorem 1.1 for the case p>l we need the
Lemma.

The minimum

of the function

p(Ai,

A2, ■ • • , Am)=

/.?

pkA\,

pk>0, p> 1, subject to the conditions .4* = 0, Y,? Ak = l,is given by
/m

Y pt1"*-"-

The existence of a minimum is immediate, for the function p is continuous
and the point set 5 to which the (A\, A2, • • • , A„) are constrained is closed
and bounded. Use of the Lagrange multiplier A and partial differentiation
with respect to Ak of

YpkAk —A YA*
yields a local minimum,

convexity of S.

unique by the convexity

of the function

p. and the
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of Theorem 1.1 except that (1.1) is

replaced by
m

(1.4)

p(Tm-i)m Y M*I Tm-i(Zk)
K

p> I,

1

the T-polynomial

Tm-i(z) of degree m —l is unique and defined by

Y M «•'(«/)
M"1/(r"l>-

/m

By definition

the polynomial

Tm-i(z) is characterized

as that polynomial

P(z) of degree m —l with
! = y

P(-Zk)

Jfc=l w'(Zk)

for which the norm
Ynk\o>(zk)\p

——

1

« (Zk)

is a minimum. It follows from the lemma that the minimum of p(Ai, A2, • • • ,
An) subject to the condition Y^>==A, a constant, increases as A increases.
Thus the minimum of p(Tm-i) is given by the choice

Y -^
=i
Ol'(Zk)

k-l

and (1.5).
It is clear that in every case we have Tm-i(zk)?*0, and equation (1.3) is
valid. Consequently if the points of E art collinear they are strongly separated by the zeros of T„-i(z); for the numbers co'(zk) and likewise the numbers
Tm-i(Zk) alternate in sign on the line containing E.
Reciprocally,
every polynomial P(z)=zn~1+
■ ■ ■ ior which P(zk)^0,
arg P(Zk) =arg o>'(zk), is a T-polynomial for suitable choice of the pi. These
conditions on P(z) imply the equation
i =

y

p(Zk)

*_i

co'(zi)

_

y

P{-Zk)

k=i w'(zt)

so we need merely define the pk by the equations
Tm_i(zk) = [pk\o>'(zk)\pYinp-l)o>'(zk).

In particular if the points of E are collinear and strongly
zeros of P(z)=zm~l+
• • • , then P(z) is a T-polynomial

ehoice of the pk.

separated by the
Tm-i(z) ior this
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we shall prove

Theorem
1.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.2 except that p>l is
replaced by 0 <p < 1, the T-polynomial Tm-i(z) of degree m —1 is a polynomial
which vanishes in all the zk except the one zk (or a zk) in which pk\u'(zk) \ p takes
its minimum value, and Fm_i(z) equals ui'(zk) in that one zk.
For 0 <p < 1 and arbitrary

(i.6)

positive

£+£>(ii

£i and £2 we have

+ hJ.

The minimum of £" + (.4 —£)p in the interval 0:S£^.4 occurs for £ = 0 and
£=A. The minimum of pi£i+p2£2 with 0<pi<p2 and £i+£2=-4 in the interval
0^£^.4,
which is the minimum of Pi(£i+£2) + (P2—px)Zl, occurs for £2= 0.
Continued application of (1.6) under the hypothesis of the lemma except

with 0 <p < 1 instead of p> 1 shows that min p(Ax, A2, • • • , Am) is found by
choosing .44 = 0 except for a single one of the values of ft for which pk is least.

Theorem 1.3 follows by the method of proof of Theorem 1.2.
Each Tm-x(z) is of form (1.2) with one X* unity and the others zero. Again
it is true that (1.3) is valid whenever the first member is defined. If the points
of E are collinear, they are weakly separated by the'zeros of Fm_i(z).
Conversely
to Theorem
1.3, any polynomial
P(z) =zm~l-\- • ■ ■ which
vanishes in all the zk except one, say Zj, is a F-polynomial of degree m —1 for
some choice of the pk. From the equation

! _ y EM.
4=1 «'(Zfc)

it follows

that

we have arg P(zi) =arg

w'(z,), so to exhibit

P(z)

as a Fm_i(z)

we need merely choose the p.k so that pk \ w'(zk) \p is least for ft —j.
Theorem 1.3 is somewhat similar to [6, Theorem 6], but is more specific
in defining Fm_i(z). On the other hand, the previous result is more general in
that the functions involved are not necessarily polynomials in z.
Theorem
1.3 enables us to illustrate
the nonuniqueness
of the F-polynomial of degree n for the case 0 < p < 1; we need merely choose E: (— 1, +1),
pk = l, n = l.
2. Geometry of zeros of /-polynomials.
We have discussed [6, §7] in
some detail the separation properties of the points of real E by the zeros of
/-polynomials.
We now devote some attention to the corresponding
study
for arbitrary
E: (zit z„, • ■ • , zm), m>l.
Let Ti(z)=z —a denote the polynomial of degree unity which minimizes
m

(2.1)

u[Ti(z)] = X>,|Zii

For every z, ax, a2 we have

a|,

pt>0.
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2

\z — ai
= —-1-

z — a2

2

2
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1 .
.
1
.
g — Z — ax + — I Z — as ,

2

2

and this is a strong inequality unless either arg (z—«i)=arg
(z—a2) or one
of these arguments is not defined. Thus if we have two distinct ^-polynomials
z—ai and z—a2 with the same norm (2.1), half their sum is a J'-polynomial of
degree unity for which the norm (2.1) is smaller unless arg (z<—«i) =arg (z,—a2) for every i for which these arguments are defined; any z,- not coinciding
with «i or a2 must be collinear with «i and a2. Consequently
the polynomial
Ti(z) with norm (2.1) is unique unless all the z< are collinear; moreover, if the Zi
are collinear, then 7\(z) is unique and a lies on E unless with the linear order
(zi, z2, ■ • ■ , zm) we have for some k
k

(2.2)

m

Y Hi= Y Hi,
1

k+l

in which case Ti(z)=z —a and a may be chosen arbitrarily on the interval
(zk, Zk+i). Of course it is clear that if E is collinear and (2.2) holds for no value
of k, the norm (2.1) can be decreased by moving a until it coincides with zk,
where

Y Hi< Y Hi,

i<k

Hk

Y Hi> Y Hi',
iSk

i>k

on the other hand if (2.2) is valid, the least norm is given by a at an arbitrary
point of the closed interval (zk, Zk+i).
The conclusions just established do not extend for given m to arbitrary
m, 1 <n<m —l, with norm
m

p(T„) = Y Hk\ T„(zk) | ,
i

nk > 0.

For instance with the choice n = m —1, it follows from Theorem 1.1 that the
extremal polynomials Tn may fail to be unique even when the z* are not collinear. Of course [6, Theorem 8] the extremal Tn may fail to be unique when
the Zk are collinear.
We have already indicated that the T- polynomial of degree n,0<n^m
—l
is unique, with the norm
m

(2.3)

n[T„(z)] = YHi\
i

Tn(zi) |",

p > 1.

There seem to be no simple conclusive results on uniqueness even in the
case m = 1 (m > 2) if the norm is taken as (2.3) with p > 1 replaced by 0 <p < 1,
Ti(z) =z—a. For given zt and m the uniqueness of extremaj a may depend on
p, as we show by an example. Let E be the set ( — 1, 0, 1) with respective
weights pi=l,
p, 1. For 0<p<l,
n = l, every extremal polynomial
7\(z)
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= z —a must vanish in a point of E [6, Theorem 6]. The norm of z is 2, and
the norm of z —1 is p-\-2p. Thus the extremal polynomial Zi(z) is unique and
equal to z if we have 2</z+2",
Zi(z) is z + 1 if we have 2>/* + 2p, Zi(z) is
z+1 or z if we have 2=p-\-2p. This situation with respect to uniqueness or
nonuniqueness of Zi(z) is essentially the same for the nonreal set 7f( —1, it, 1),
where e (>0) is sufficiently small. For arbitrary nonreal E and p.,-, m>2, the
natural method of determining
Zi(z) would seem to be the use of standard
methods of differentiation
to determine a possible point a different from the
Zi yielding an extremum, and then comparing the norms p[z— a], p[z —Zi].
In connection with the families of polynomials which appear in Theorem
1.1, we mention
Theorem

2.1. If the distinct points Zx, z2, ■ ■ ■ , zm are given, then the zeros

of the function
m

(2.4)

^.

Y ——'
i-l

X. real, X, 9* 0,

Z — Zi

are the foci of the curve of class m —1 which touches each line segment ztZj in a
point dividing that segment in the ratio X;:Xy. Moreover, if ^X,?*0 the zeros of
(2.4) are m —1 points %ksuch that for every i
m—1

(2.5)

m

Y ar8 (?* - z.) =
4=1

Y

ar8 (z* - z.-)-

4-1, krti

The first part of Theorem 2.1 is due to Siebeck, and has been later proved
by numerous other writers; proof and references are given by Marden [4,
p. 11 ]. For m = 3, equation (2.5) identifies the foci of the conies with isogonal
conjugates and is due to Steiner; equation (2.5) will now be established for

arbitrary m. With the choice TlX. = 1 and Zi = 0, from (2.4) we have
flf2 • • • fm-l

= XlZ2Z3 ' • - Zm,

from which (2.5) follows for i = l,Zi = 0, and hence follows in every case. If we
have X,->0 for every i, it is a consequence of a slightly generalized form of the
theorem of Lucas concerning the zeros of the derivative of a polynomial, that
all the f ,•lie in the convex hull of the given set zj.
In the case m = 3 an arbitrary point z0 in this convex hull can be chosen
as a point fi with X1= 0, for the vectors

1
(2.6)

-,

Zo — Zx

1
-,

Zo — z2

1
--,

Zo — Zi

represent respective forces at z0 due to particles
pelling according to the law of inverse distance;

at Z\, z2, z3, each particle rethe arguments of these vec-
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tors lie in no sector of angle less than ir, so for suitable numbers X,( ^ 0) we
have

(2.7)

X_A_
i

= rj,

Zo — it

£_^L_
i

= o,

zo — Zi

and Zois a point ft. Once ft is known, its isogonal conjugate ft with respect to
Zi, z2, z%is of course uniquely determined unless the z,- are collinear.
The reasoning just given extends to the case m>3, to show that an arbitrary point zo in the interior of the convex hull of the z, but distinct from the
Zi can be chosen as a point ft with X<^0; the point z0 lies in the interior of the
convex hull of three of the points zit say Si, z2, z3, which are not to be taken
collinear unless all the Zj are collinear. If the non-negative
numbers X4,
Xj, • • • , Xm are chosen arbitrarily,
the non-negative numbers Xi, X2, X3 can
then be chosen so as to satisfy (2.7).
Whatever m(>2) may be, a point Zo^z< on the boundary of the convex
hull can be made a point ft if we allow m —2 of the X,-to be zero; but if the
convex hull is not a line segment, such a Zocannot be a point ft if we continue

to require X<>0 for all i.
In connection with the geometry of zeros, we state the following theorem
concerning approximation
to an arbitrary
function, a generalization
of a
previous result [5, §9] which the reader may establish by the methods used
to prove that result:

Theorem 2.2. Let E be the point set zi, z2, • • • , zm. Let 5[5i, 52, • ■ • , 8m]
be a positive function of the non-negative variables bk for Y$k>0, which decreases whenever all the dk not zero decrease and the 8k which are zero remain
unchanged. Let the function f(z) be arbitrarily- chosen on E, and letfi(z) =BoZm_1
+ ■ • ■ , Bo^O be the polynomial of degree m —l which coincides with f(z) on
E. Let Tm-i(B0, z)=BoZm~i+
• • ■ be the (or a) polynomial
of least norm
8 [Tm-i(B0,

Zi), ■ ■ ■ , Tm-i(Bo,

of degree m —2 of least deviation

zm) ] on E, and let <m_2(z) be the (or a) polynomial

8 [|/(zA —fm_2(z,) | ] = 8 [|/i(z<) —tm-2(zx) \ ].

Let the zeros of fi(z) lie in the closed interior (respectively closed exterior) Ci
of the circle \z—a\ = r\, and let the zeros of Tm-i(Ba, z) lie in the closed interior
C2 of the circle \ z—B\ =r2 (for which it is sufficient that E lie in C2), where G
and C2 are mutually disjoint. Then all zeros of tm~2(z) lie in the m —2 closed regions

a — tfi

(2.8)

z-

(2.9)

z--^Zj--j,
1 —€

a — <j3

ri + rt

g ,

, ,

ri — r2

| 1 — «|

respectively, where e takes all the values except unity of the (m-l)st

roots of
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unity. If the circles (2.8) are mutually exterior, they contain each one zero of
tm-2(z).

The method of Fejer (compare also §3 below) shows that the zeros of
Zro_i(50, z) lie in C2 if E lies there; we do not know and it is not essential to
know with norm function 8 that the extremal polynomial
Zm_1(50, z) is
5oZm_!(l,z).
Of course if the polynomial /i(z) of degree m —1 which coincides with/(z)
on E is of degree /ra—2, then we have B0 = 0, tm-2(z) =fi(z), so the zeros of
tm-2(z) lie in &.

All the circles (2.8) respectively (2.9) lie in the closed exterior of the hyperbola (ellipse) C whose foci are a and ft, and whose transverse (major) axis is
ri+r2 (respectively n —ri). The centers of the circles (2.8) and (2.9) are equidistant from a and /3, and the circles are doubly tangent (algebraically
if not
geometrically) to C.
There is also an intermediate
case here, in which Ci is a half-plane; the
regions (2.8) and (2.9) are replaced by half-planes, and all their boundaries
are tangent to a certain parabola which does not depend on m and whose

focus is (3.
3. An analog of Fejer's

principle. The geometric results of §2 are in the
main supplementary
to Fejer's principle, which applies to the most general
norm 8 of the kind used in Theorem 2.2 and to an arbitrary E: (zi, z2, • ■ • , zm)
»*>«=/.
In a slightly generalized form this principle can be expressed:
Let Tn(z) =z"+ • • • be an extremal polynomial for the set E, let z = a be a zero
of Z„(z), and let E' denote the (necessarily nonempty) subset of E on which
Tn(z)/(z—a) is different from zero. Then a lies in the convex extension of E'.
If a does not satisfy

this last condition,

a does not lie in E' and there

exists

some a' near a (for instance on the line segment joining a to the nearest point
of the convex extension of E') such that at every point of E' we have
| z — a' | <

Tn(z)(z -

-

Z — a

a')

| z — a\ ,

< I Zn(z) | ;

on E —E' we have Z„(z)(z—a')/(z—a)
= Tn(z) =0, so the deviation
of
Tn(z)(z—a')/(z
—a) is less than that of Zn(z), and (contrary to hypothesis)
Z„(z) is not extremal on E.
We prove an analogous result, again valid for the general norm considered
by Fejer or for the general norm 5[Pn(z) ]=o(\ P„(zi) \, ■ ■ • , \ Pn(zm)|) of the

kind used in Theorem 2.2:
Theorem

3.1. Let a and /? be zeros of the extremal polynomial

T„(z)

= zn+ • • • for the finite set E consisting of more than w(^2) points, let 77 be
an arbitrary equilateral hyperbola with the segment a/3 as diameter, and let E'
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denote the subset of E on which Tn(z)/(z—a)(z—8)
does not vanish.
cannot lie wholly in the interior of H nor wholly in the exterior of 77.

Then E

We choose a= —l,/3 = l,so that z2 —1 is a factor of Tn(z). We compare
z2 —1 as a factor of Tn(z) with (z1 —1— en) as a factor, e>0, \n\ =1. If w(^0)
is given, the inequality |w —er/| <\w\ is clear for e sufficiently small, if and
only if we have | arg w —arg r}\ <w/2. Thus the inequality
(3.1)

|Z2~

1 -€!j|

< |z2-

l|

is valid in every point z (we assume z2?^l) in which

(3.2)

|arg(z2-

1) - arg r, | < x/2,

but is valid in no other point; similarly

the inequality

(3.3)

< |z2-

|z2-

l + «/|

l|

is valid in every point (z2?*l) in which

(3.4)

| arg (z2 - 1) - arg r, - t \ < x/2,

but is valid in no other point.

The locus
(3.5)

arg (z2 - 1) - arg q = ± x/2

can be written

2xy
tan-1

(3.6)

-=
xi _ yi _ 1

ir

1

arg tj + — = tan-1 —,
8
2
<r

(x2 - y2 - 1) - 2axy = 0,

which is an equilateral hyperbola with aB as diameter; moreover any proper
equilateral hyperbola with aB as diameter can be expressed in this form. The
inequalities
(3.2) and (3.4) are respectively
characteristic
of the interior and
exterior of the curve; of course arg (z2 —1) is not defined if z= ± 1.
If E' lies in the interior of 77, neither a nor B belongs to E'; at every point
of E' (which is necessarily nonempty) we have (3.2), (3.1), and

rn(z)[(z2-l)-e„]

-+—iOn E-E'
polynomial

we have r„(z)/(z2-l)
Tn(z)[(zi — l)—er]]/(zi

< lr-«l-

= 7"„(z) =0, so the deviation
— l) is less than

that

on E oi the

of Tn(z), and

Tn(z)

is not extremal, contrary to hypothesis. Similarly by use of (3.4) and (3.3) it
follows that E' cannot lie in the exterior of 77, so Theorem 3.1 is established.
The points +1 and —1 separate the branches of (3.6) each into two arcs
on which we have respectively arg (z2 —1) =arg rj+ir/2. It is a consequence
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of the reasoning already given, by means of (any essentially) new choice of
77,that under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 not all the points of E' can lie on
either one of the two loci (each consisting of two open arcs) arg [(z—a)(z—$) ]
= arg v ± 7r/2 which together compose 77 with a and /3 deleted.
For the special case in which Z„(z) is the derivative of a polynomial whose
zeros are the points of E (such a derivative is known to have extremal properties), the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 so far as concerns points of E where
Z„(z) does not vanish, is due to J. v. S. Nagy [7]; the special case of a set E
and also 77 symmetric in a line had been previously considered by D. R.
Curtiss [2].
The limiting form xy = 0 of (3.6) represents a degenerate equilateral hyperbola having a/3 as diameter; such a degenerate curve is admitted under Theorem 3.1. There is a further limiting case under Theorem 3.1 in which a = /3
is a double zero of Tn(x); here the conclusion is valid, and refers to any degenerate equilateral hyperbola (two mutually perpendicular lines) with center
a; pairs of opposite sectors (quadrants) are to be interpreted as the "interior"
and "exterior" of the curve respectively.
Theorem 3.1 is not a corollary of the method of Fejer; for it is a consequence of Theorem 3.1 that Z„(z) cannot have the two zeros +1 and —1
(supposed not in E') if E lies wholly interior to the first and third quadrants,
a conclusion that does not follow by the method of Fejer.
The method of proof of Theorem 3.1 is of course equally applicable if we
commence with three or more instead of two zeros of Z„(z), but the algebraic
curves involved may no longer be elementary.
However, it follows by this
method that if z = a (not in E') is a zero of Z„(z) of order at least v, then each
set of v equally spaced lines through a either passes through all the points of E'
or separates the plane into two sets each of v alternate open sectors, of which neither set can contain all points of E'. There is a certain "sharpness" in this result
so far as concerns the number v; for instance a is a zero of Z„(z) [ = (z—a)"}
of order v but not of higher order if E is the set of vertices of a regular (v-\-l)sided polygon with center a and where 5 = max Sk; these vertices lie some in
every set of alternate closed sectors bounded by v equally spaced lines through
a; the vertices lie on a set S of p + 1 equally spaced lines through a but none
lies in a suitably chosen set of alternate open sectors bounded by v-\-l equally
spaced lines through a near 5.
The result of Fejer can be phrased as the special case v = 1 of the italicized
statement above.
Our method here of modifying factors of Z„(z) of degree greater than two
is in strong contrast to the situation for real E, where [6, §8] modification of

such factors gives no more information than does modification of factors of
degree two.
An alternate form of the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 (including the later
statement concerning arcs of 77) is that the origin must lie in the convex hull
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of the numbers (z<—a)(z,—/S), for Zi in E'. In fact the negation
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of this condi-

tion is that (for a = l, B= —1) there exist some r\ for which (3.2) is valid for
z on E'. Indeed, if q(z) is any factor of Tn(z) of positive degree the origin must

lie in the convex hull of the numbers {q(zi)} ior Zi in the subset of E on which
Tn(z)/q(z) does not vanish.
We have formulated Theorem 3.1 for the extremal polynomial Tn(z); an
equivalent
formulation
in the spirit of Fekete's characterization
[3] is: If
the zeros of q(z) = (z—a)(z—B) do not lie on a set E and if q(z) has no underpolynomial for E, then neither the interior nor the exterior of any equilateral
hyperbola 77 with diameter aB can contain all points of E.

For the particular choice 5(SX,82, • • • , 8m)= Yv-k 8pk,pk>0, p>0, and for
various other choices a stronger result than that of Theorem 3.1 can be
established.
We say that 8(8i, 82, ■ ■ • , 8m) satisfies condition A provided 8
decreases whenever one or more of the 8k not zero are decreased by infinitesimal amounts A8k, even if the other 8,- not zero are increased by amounts A5y
which are infinitesimal of order at least twice that of every AS*; during these
changes we suppose that the 5, which are initially zero remain unchanged.

Although 8=Ynk8l,

Pk>0, p>0,

satisfies condition A, 5 = max [pk8k] does

not.

Theorem

3.2. Let Theorem 3.1 be modified so that 8(8i, 82, ■ ■ ■ , 8m)satisfies

condition A. Suppose neither a nor B belongs to E'. Then either E' lies on 77 or
some points of E' lie interior to 77 and other points of E' lie exterior to 77.

If (3.2) or (3.4) holds, the difference between the two members of (3.1)
or of (3.3) is an infinitesimal of the same order as e, but if (3.5) holds, that
difference is an infinitesimal of the same order as e2. Suppose not every point
of E' lies on 77. If every point of E' satisfies either (3.2) or (3.5), replacement
of Tn(z) by Tn(z) [(z2 — 1) —erj]/(z2 — 1) decreases the error | T„(zk)\ at every
point Zk oi E' interior to 77 (at least one such point exists) by an infinitesimal
of the same order as e and increases the error | Tn(zj) | at every point Zj of E'
on 77 by an infinitesimal of the same order as e2; this replacement
leaves un-

changed the error (necessarily zero) at each point of E —E'. Consequently
the norm of 7"„(z) is decreased and T„(z) is not extremal. Similarly it follows
that if not every point of E' lies on 77, not every point of E' can satisfy either

(3.4) or (3.5). Theorem 3.2 is established.
The comments made concerning Theorem 3.1 apply also in stronger form
under the conditions of Theorem 3.2: limiting cases that 77 is a pair of perpendicular lines and that a = B are admitted;
conclusions corresponding
to
those of Theorem 3.2 are valid. Stronger conclusions than those previously
formulated, relating to three or more (instead of two) zeros of Tn(z), including
zeros of multiplicity v, likewise apply if 8 satisfies condition A.

4. Variable point sets. In certain cases immediate results can be formulated concerning adjunction or deletion of points of the fundamental
set E.
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of degree ra for arbitrary

sets E'

and E" with respective norms p'[Pn(z)} and p"[Pn(z)],
then Tn(z) is also a Tpolynomial
for the set E = E'-\-E"
with the norm p[Pn(z)]=p'[Pn(z)}
-\-p"[Pn(z)}. Any other T-polynomial of degree ra for E is then also a T-polynomial of degree ra for E' and E".

If P„(z)=zn+
(4.1)

• • • is arbitrary,

p'[Pn(z)]

= p'[Tn(z)},

we have
p"[Pn(z)}

= p"[Z„(z)],

whence p[P„(z)]^p.[/„(z)],
so TH(z) is a /-polynomial
for E. Moreover, if
we have p[P„(z)]=p[T„(z)],
then the equality sign holds in both parts of
(4.1), so Pn(z) is a Z-polynomial
for both E' and E". Theorem 4.1 does not
require that E' and E" be disjoint, nor does it place any restrictions
on
E', E", p', or p". Theorem 4.1 obviously extends to the sum of any number
(even under suitable conditions to an infinite number) of sets.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 is the
Corollary
4.1. If Tn(z) is a T-polynomial
of degree ra for the set Em:
(zx, z2, ■ • • , zm) with norm Yi M*| T„(zk)\p, pk>0, p>0, and if z0 is a zero
of Z„(z) not in Em, then Tn(z) is also a T-polynomial of degree ra for the set
Em+i. (zo, Zi, ■ ■ ■ , zm) with norm Yo M*| Z„(z4) | p, Mo>0. Every T-polynomial
of degree ra for the set Em+i vanishes in Zo-

Of course Z„(z) is a /-polynomial
norm

for the set consisting

merely of z0, with

p0\Pn(z0)\p.

Even if every
is not necessarily

/-polynomial
of degree ra for the set Em+i vanishes
true that such a /-polynomial
is a /-polynomial

in Zo, it
also for

Em:

There exists a unique T-polynomial Zi(z) of degree unity for any noncollinear
set E3: (z0, Zi, z2) with suitable norm Yo P-4I7i(z4)| p, P4>0, 0<p^l,
and
Zi(z0)=0,
yet Ti(z) is not a T-polynomial
for E2: (zi, z2) with norm

Ytnk\Ti(zk)\p.
We choose p0>Mi+p2 from which it follows by Theorem 4.2 below that
the unique extremal polynomial is Zi(z)=z —z0; nevertheless
/-polynomial
of degree unity for the set E2.
Such a counter-example
is not possible in the case p > 1:

Zi(z) is not a

Corollary
4.2. If Tn(z) is a T-polynomial
of degree n for a set Em+i:
(z0, zu ■ ■ ■ , zm), m>n,
with norm ^J M*| Zn(z4)|", Pk>0, p>l,
and if
Z„(z0) =0, then T„(z) is a T-polynomial for the set Em: (zi, z2, ■ • ■ , zm), with

norm YT Pk\ Tn(zk)\p.
We shall prove later (Theorem 6.1) that the extremal polynomial for an
arbitrary Em with p>l is uniquely characterized
by the orthogonality
con-

dition
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m

YHk\ Tn^l^SglT^Zk)]^)

= 0

1

for every polynomial g(z) of degree n —1. This condition is obviously unchanged if we insert the term corresponding to k = 0.
Corollary 4.2 can be considered a converse (for p>l) of Corollary 4.1.
Theorem
4.2. Let Tn(z) be a T-polynomial of degree n (^0) for the set
Em: (zi, z2, • ■ • , zm) with deviation Yi Pi\ T„(z,)|p, 0<p^l,
and let z0 not
belong to Em. Then Tn+i(z) = (z —z0)T„(z) is a T-polynomial of degree n + l for
the set Em+i: (z0, ■ ■ ■ ,zm) with deviation ^o Hi | Tn+i(zi) \p, pi =p,/\ z0 —z»| p,

Po ^ YT Hi • U we have p0' > Y™ Hi, the totality of T-polynomials Tn+i(z) for
Em+i is precisely the set (z —z0) Tn(z) where T„(z) ranges through the set of Tpolynomials of degree n for Em with norm YT Hi\ Tn(z,)\p; every Tn+i(z) vanishes in zo.

If Qn(z)=z"+

■ ■ • is arbitrary
m

we have by hypothesis
m

YHi\Qn(Zi)\p^ YHi\Tn(Zi)\p,
1

1

m

(4.2)

m

Y Hi \zi-zo\p\

Qn(Zo)I' = Y Hi I Zi ~ zo\" | Tn(Zi)\p.

1

1

Let now P„+1(z)=zn+l-]+Pn+i(zo), whence
m

• • • be arbitrary;

we write

Pn+i(z) = (z —Zo)Qn(z)

m

Y Hi I Pn+l(Zi)\p = Y Hi | (Zi ~ Zo)Qn(Zi)+ P„+,(z0) | P
0

0
m

(4.3)

^ Yni

/

| Zi - z0\»\ Qn(zi)\p+{no'

m

\

- Y ni) \ P»+i(zo)\p

= YhI I Zi- zo|"I Qn(zi)\P^Y Hi | Zi -z0\"\ T„(zi)\p;
i
i
the first inequality
in (4.3) is a consequence
of the well known inequality
ap+bp^(a+b)p,
a^O, b^O; the second inequality in (4.3) holds by virtue of
our hypothesis on pi ; the last inequality in (4.3) is (4.2), and the extremes
of (4.3) complete the proof of the first part of Theorem 4.3. Here TVi-i(z) is
not a unique T-polynomial for Em+i unless Tn(z) is a unique T-polynomial for
Em.

We suppose

now p0' > Y?

Hi • Then

the second inequality

in (4.3) is

strong unless Pn+i(z0) =0. The norm of (z —Zo)Qn(z) on £m+i is precisely the
norm of Qn(z) on Em, so the last part of Theorem 4.2 follows.
Theorem 4.2 does not extend to the case p>l, as follows from Theorem
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1.2; the Z-polynomial
Zm(z) of degree m for Em+l cannot have a zero on Em+xIt may be noted that the inequalities of Theorem 4.2 cannot be replaced by

Po ^ 9 Yi M<or Po >6 Y? Mf respectively with 6 independent of the pl, 0 <6 < 1.
We prove this statement
by use of the specific choice m = 2, Zi = 0, z2 = 2,
p = l, pi=p2 = l, whence Zi(z)=z—a,
0ga^2;
z0 = l, pl =p2 =1, co(z)
= z(z-l)(z-2),
p,„'|w'(zo)| =Mo, Mi |w'(zi)| =2, p{ |w'(z2)| =2. Then by

Theorem 1.1 we have Z2(z) = (z-l)(z-a),
0=a = 2, if pi > Y? pl =2;
/2(z)=Xoz(z-2)+X1(z-l)(z-2)+X2z(z-l),
Yl X,= l, if pi =2; T2(z)
= z(z-2) if po' <2. We remark especially that T2(zQ)9*0 if mo'< Z)i m' =2.
The latter part of Theorem 4.2 is obviously of interest independently
any relation to Em; it implies that for an arbitrary Em+l with norm
m

m

YpI |7„+1(z)K

0<p<

1, po' > £„/,

0

every /„+1(z) vanishes in z0.
In the special case p = l, n=m
proved :

of

1

— l, Theorem

4.2 can be somewhat

im-

Theorem
4.3. Let Em: (zlt z2, • • • , zm) and the numbers pt (>0) be given,
defining the norm Ya M;| F(zi)\. Let z0 be a point not in Em, and let Em+1
denote the set (z0, zx, ■ ■ • , zm) for which we have the norm T!" pl \ T(zi) \. With
the choice pl =pi/\z0—Zi\
for i>0 and with mo |wm(z0)| >min
[Mi|a>m(zi)|,
t>0],
um(z) = (z —Zx) ■ ■ ■ (z —zm), the T-polynomials
Tm(z) of degree m for
Em+x are precisely z —Zo multiplied by the T-polynomials
Tm-x(z) for Em.
We
have
wm+i(z) = (z-z0)o)m(z),
u'm+x(zi) =(z{ —zi)w'm(zi)
for
i>0,
pl \u'm+x(zi)\ = pi\u'm(zi)\
for i>0. The conclusion
follows from Theorem
1.1.
We note too that if we choose pi |com(z0)| <min
[p,| w'm(z.) | for t>0],
the
unique Tm(z) for £m+i is wm(z); if we choose pi |wm(z0)| =min
[p.i\ w'm(zt) | for
t>0],
the totality
of Tm(z) for Em+l is the set Xwm(z) + (1 —X)(z —z0)Zm_i(z),
OfSX^il, where Zm_i(z) ranges over the set of Z-polynomials
of degree m — 1

for Em.
Theorem 4.3 is effectively stronger than Theorem 4.2 (n=m —l, p = l),
as we now prove by showing that the condition pi > Ya Mt/|z< —Zo| implies
pi >min pi\ti)'m(zi)\ /\um(z0)\,
but not conversely. We shall prove
m

(4.4)

Y M./ | Zi — zo | ^ min pt I ut (z0) | / | um(z0) | ,
i

for which it is sufficient to prove
(4-5)

± ,
'U"™'
, = Ii-x I z,-— zo I | "m (Zi) |
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Indeed, the first member of (4.4) when divided by the first member of (4.5)
may be considered a weighted mean of the numbers whose minimum occurs
in the second member of (4.4), with weights the individual terms of the first
member of (4.5); the weighted mean is not less than the minimum. The function unity is a polynomial of degree m — l which is represented by Lagrange's
interpolation
formula as taking the value unity in the m points zit whence
for z = Zo
™

COm(Zo)

<=1 «m'(Zi)(Z0

=

— Zi)

which implies (4.5). This establishes the first part of the italicized statement;
the latter part is now obvious.
Corollary 4.1 admits a second converse, now for all p (>0), which is
also a companion piece to Theorem 4.2:
Theorem

4.4. Let z0 not be a zero of any T-polynomial

Sn(z) of degree

n (<m) for the set Em: (zu z2, • • • , zm) with norm Y? Hi\ Sn(Zi) \p, p>0, and
let Zo not be a point of Em. Then if po (> 0) is sufficiently small, z0 is not a zero
of any T-polynomial
Tn(z) of degree n for the set Em+i: (z0, Z\, • • • , zm) with

norm Yo Hi\Tn(Zi)\p.
Let T„_i(z) be a T-polynomial
of degree m —1 for Em with weights
= Pi\z—Zo\, and Sn(z) a T-polynomial
of degree n for Em with weights

pi
pit

We have
mm

m

Y Hi I Tn-l(Zi) \» = Y Hi| ZO- Zi | | Tn-l(Zi) \» = Y Hi| Sn(Zi)\' + A,
1

1

where A is positive.
m

If P„_i(z) =.zn~1+

1

• • • is arbitrary

we have

m

Y HiIS„(Zi)Ip = MO
I Sn(Zo)| P + Y HiI Sn(Zi)| "
0

1
m

= HO| ^(Zo) I' -A + Y Hi | Tn-l(Zi) \"
1
m

g HOI Sn(Zo) \» -A + Y Hi | (Zi ~ Z0)Pn-l(Zi) \p.
0

Consequently,
which has no
an arbitrary
latter cannot
need not be
| 5„(z0)| may

whenever
we have po<A/\Sn(z0)\p,
the polynomial
Sn(z)
zero in z0 has a smaller norm on Em+Xwith weights pi than does
polynomial
(z —z0)7>n-i(z)=zn-|• ■ • with a zero in z0, so the
be a T-polynomial.
Theorem 4.4 is established. Of course S»(z)
unique (p^l)
and |S„(z0)| need not be unique; the smallest
be chosen. But A is unique. In the limiting case p0= A/1 5„(z0)| p,
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at least one Z-polynomial
(namely 5„(z)) for Em+x with weights p{ can be
chosen to have no zero in z0.
The bound A/| Sn(zi) \ p for mo is sharp, in the sense that the conclusion
may be false if the bound is replaced by a larger one, as we now indicate.

Choose m = 2, n = l, zx= 0, z2= l, px=p2 = l, z0= —1, p —1. We have Z„_i(z)

= 1, ZrM/|Z»_i(Zf)| =3, Sn(z)=z-a,

Ogagl,

YT Pi\Sn(zi)\ =1, A = 2.

We choose |S„(z0)[ as small as possible, namely unity, so the inequality of
the theorem is Mo<2. However, for the limiting value mo= 2 we may choose
Zi(z) for E3 as z + 1 (whence Zi(z0) =0); such a choice is possible by the first

part of Corollary 4.1.
The previous results of §4 have some intrinsic interest,
applied in the sequel. As another application we prove

and are to be

Theorem 4.5. Let integers m and ra be given, 1 <n<m.
Then there exists a
set Em: (zx, z2, • • • , zm) whose points are not collinear and weights Pi>0 for
which the T-polynomial Z„(z) of degree n with norm YT Mf| Z„(zj) | is not
unique.
There exists (§2) a real set Em-n+i of m —ra+ 1 points and suitable weights
for which the Z-polynomial of degree unity is not unique, so by Theorem 4.2
there exists a set Em_„+2 of m— ra+ 2 noncollinear
points for which the Zpolynomial of degree two is not unique. By continued application of Theorem
4.2 it follows that there exists a set of m noncollinear points for which the
Z-polynomial of degree ra is not unique.
Theorem 4.5 is false (§2) without the restriction ra> 1.
It is not merely possible to add points to a given set on which approximation is considered, but under suitable conditions (compare Theorem 4.2) to
delete points:
Theorem

m^n,

4.6. Let /„(z)=zn+

• • • be extremal for the set E: (zi, • • • , zm),

with norm Y? Mf| Z„(zf)|p, Mf>0. P>0,

Tn(z)/(z—zi)

and suppose Tn(zi) =0. Then

is extremal for the set E —zx with weights pi\ z,—Zi| p.

.For an arbitrary

polynomial

Pn-i(z)=zn_1+

• • • of degree ra — 1 we have

by hypothesis
m

Y Pi | Zf - Zl |P | Fn-l(Zf)
1

m

m

|" = Y Mf | Fn-l(Zf)(Zf

- Zi) \p = £

1

A

|

|

Tn(zi) p

= 2^ Mf| Zf — zi |" 2

Mf | Z„(Zf) \>

1

;

Zi — Zx

the extreme members express the conclusion. It may be noted too that if
Z„(z) as extremal polynomial is unique, which is necessarily the case if p>l,
then Z„(z)/(z —Zi) is also a unique extremal polynomial.
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of the totality

of the T-polynomial
Tn(z) of degree n with norm (0.1) and unprescribed
weights for a set E of m points is trivial if m =n, ior then the T-polynomial is
unique and vanishes at every point of E; the case m<n is also trivial, for
then Tn(z) vanishes at every point of E but is otherwise arbitrary, hence not
unique. Henceforth in §5 we treat only the case n<m.

Theorem
5.1. For a real point set E: (zx, z2, ■ • ■ , zm) and with given
p, 0<p<l,
the T-polynomials of degree n(<m) for the norms (0.1) and unprescribed weights .are precisely those polynomials z"+ ■ ■ • which vanish in n

points of E.
It follows from [6, Theorem 6] that every T-polynomial
of degree n
vanishes in n points of E.
Conversely, let a polynomial P„(z)=-zn-f
• • • be given that vanishes in
the m points t\, z2, • • • , z„; we prove that Pn(z) is a T-polynomial for E with
suitable choices of the weights. For the point set £m_„+i: (z„, z„+i, • • • , zm),
we choose weights pi with pl > TITj-i pi ; it follows from Theorem 4.2 that
the unique T-polynomial
of degree unity is Ti(z)=z—z„.
For the point set
Em-n+2: (zn-u zn, • • • , zm) we choose

weights

pi'

=pi

/1 z„_i —zt\ p ior i>n

— 1,

Pn'-i> Yn Hi'', by Theorem 4.2 the unique T-polynomial
of degree two is
T2(z)^(z —z„_i)(z —zn). Continued application of Theorem 4.2 with suitable
choice of weights shows that Pn(z) is a T-polynomial
for E, and completes

the proof.
Theorem 5.2. For a real point set E: (zi, z2, • • • , zm) and with given p(>l),
the T-polynomials of degree n (<m) for the norms (0.1) and unprescribed weights
are precisely those polynomials Tn(z)=zn+
■ • ■ whose zeros are simple and lie
interior to the smallest closed interval containing E, and whose zeros strongly
separate a subset of E (containing n + l points) on which Tn(z) is different from
zero.
These conditions are necessary. We have already shown [6, §9] that the
zeros of an extremal polynomial Tn(z) are simple and lie interior to the smallest closed interval containing E. Ii t(z) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree
M— l, we have [6, §9]
m

(5.1)

YhA Tn(zi) \^
i

sg [Tn(zi)]t(Zi) = 0.

In (5.1) we omit the points z,- in which Tn(zi) =0, denoting by2'
the summation over the remaining set E', and set pi =Pi\ Tn(zt) | p~2 on E':

(5 • 2)
for every

Y' Hi | Tn(zi) | sg [Tn(zi) ]t(zi) = 0
polynomial

t(z) of degree

n — 1. Equations

(5.2) are precisely

the
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conditions for classical orthogonality
(p = 2) of Z„(z) to t(z) on E' with
weights m/ (>0), and (Theorem 6.1) determine Zn(z) uniquely if E' contains
at least ra+ 1 points; if E' contains fewer than ra+ 1 points, Z„(z) must vanish
at every point of E', a situation excluded by our definition of E'. Thus Z„(z)
is a polynomial of degree ra extremal (p = 2) on E' with weights pl, and is
different from zero at all points of E'. Then [6, Theorem 7] the zeros of
Zn(z) strongly separate a subset of ra + 1 points of E', and the necessity is

established.
The conditions are sufficient. Let the zeros of Z„(z) be simple and strongly
separate the subset E" of E containing precisely ra+ 1 points. Then Z„(z) is
an extremal polynomial for E" with given p (>1) and positive weights by
the reciprocal of Theorem 1.2. Conceivably E" is not uniquely determined,
but every point of the subset E' of E on which Zn(z) is not zero belongs to
some E"; Tn(z) is an extremal polynomial
with positive weights for each of
these sets E", hence by Theorem 4.1 is extremal for E' with suitably chosen
positive weights. It then follows if necessary by repeated application
of
Corollary 4.1, that Zn(z) is also extremal on E with positive weights, so

Theorem 5.2 is established.
Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2 with p>l,
any polynomial Z„(z)
extremal on E with positive weights m, is also extremal on the subset E' of E on
which Z„(z) is different from zero with the same positive weights on E'. This
conclusion is contained in Corollary 4.2.
It is striking that in each of the two categories 0 <p < 1 and p> 1, the class
of polynomials of degree ra extremal on real E with positive weights is independent of p. This situation for real E is to be contrasted with the corresponding facts for complex E, to which the present writers plan to return on a later
occasion.

We say that the polynomial
zn+ • • • is an infrapolynomial
for E if it
has no underpolynomial
on E. Fekete uses the term "extremal polynomial"
here, a term which we consider too firmly established in its customary sense
to be assigned a new meaning.

Theorem 5.3. If E is a real point set containing m (^ra + 1) points, then
the three classes of polynomials of degree ra are identical: the class Ci of polynomials whose zeros separate a subset of E, the set C2 of extremal polynomials
Tn(z) for the norm (0.1) with p = l and positive unprescribed weights on E, and
the set C3 of infrapolynomials
on E.
It follows at once that every extremal polynomial is an infrapolynomial,
so C2 is contained in C3. The proof of [6, Theorems 2 and 7 ] is valid under the
hypothesis that the given polynomial is an infrapolynomial,
so d is contained in Ci. It remains to show that G is contained in C2: If the zeros of Z„(z)
weakly separate a subset of E, m>n, then Tn(z) is a T-polynomial for E with
p = \ and positive weights.
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Consider first the case of strong separation. If E': (zi, z2, • ■ • , z'n+1)is an
appropriate
subset of E containing m+ 1 points, the zeros of Tn(z) strongly
separate E', and [6, Theorem 5 ] we have
n+i

A.-co(z)

n+i

Tn(z) = Y -—,
1

*i>0,

Z — Zi

Y h = 1, «(*) = (Z - Zi) ■■■(Z - Zn+i).
1

Then [6, Theorem 8] the polynomial
Tn(z) is extremal for E', p = l, with
suitably chosen positive weights. A set E' can be chosen to contain any preassigned point of E, and a (finite) sum of such sets E' contains all points of E.
Thus (as in the proof of Theorem 5.2) by Theorem 4.1 the polynomial Tn(z)
is extremal for E with suitably chosen positive weights.
Let next the zeros of T„(z) weakly separate a suitable subset of E; the
zeros of Tn(z) can be moved continuously,
each without leaving the original
closed interval of the axis of reals bounded by successive points of E on
which it lies, so that the zeros become disjoint from E and strongly separate
this subset of E. Then (as we have already proved) the new polynomial
Tn(z) is extremal on E with positive weights. But [6, Theorem 3] zeros of
such an extremal polynomial (p = l) can be moved continuously
in their
respective closed intervals of the axis of reals bounded by successive points
of E, without affecting the extremal character of the polynomial. Thus the
original polynomial Tn(z) is extremal on E with positive weights, and the
proof is complete.
Of course the original Tn(z) may have a double zero, necessarily in a point
of E; the reasoning as given is valid.

6. Orthogonality

conditions

satisfy certain orthogonality
but in every case p > 1.

Theorem

and uniqueness.

conditions

The extremal

6.1. With norm Y? M*|T„(z*)|p, pk>0, p>l,

Z2, • • • , zm), every extremal
onality conditions

polynomial

polynomials

not merely in the classical case p = 2,

Tn(z)=zn+

m^n,

■ ■ ■satisfies

E: (zx'

the orthog

m

(6.1)

YhA
i

Tn(zi) | *-> sg [TB(zt)]g(zk) = 0,

for every polynomial g(z) of degree less than n. The norm is a strongly convex
function of the numbers Tn(Zi), so the orthogonality conditions (6.1) determine
Tn(z) uniquely.

For an arbitrary
polynomial P(z)=zn+
• • • and an arbitrary
polynomial g(z) f£0 of degree n —1, we compute at each point of E the deviation
\P + *g\p, P>1, as a function of e, where e is real and positive.

Case 1: g = 0. This is trivial:

\P+tg\"=

\p\*.
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Case 2: g^O, P = 0. Here we have |P + eg| * = ep|g| p, and tp is convex in

£ for e^O, p>l.
Case 3. g9*0, P9*0. We set v=g/P,
have

\P + tg\p=

whence for sufficiently

small € we

[(1 + «0P(1 + ev)p]m\ P\p

= \(l

+ pee + —--eV

+ •••)

■fl + f«6 + —-e2ti2+---J

\P\»

(6.2)
=

1 + pt(v + v) + p2t2\ v\2

p(p + —-4V

=

1)

r
l
1 + — #«(»
L
2
-p2e2(v

+ i>2)+---

l
2

v\2 -

(v+

p(p -l)
4

+ ii) + — pV \v\2 + —-t2(v2

+ v)2 +

The coefficient of e2 here is one-eighth
p2[i\

-1W1
|P|P

v)2] + 2p(p

-

+ v2)

■ ■ ■ \\P\p.

of
l)(»2+ji2)

-'•K>'+^[(rHr)"j>
The square bracket is not less than —2 nor greater
entire expression is positive.
We have now shown that each term of the norm

than

+2,

so this

m

ZMi|P(Zi)|p,

P>1,

1

is convex when considered as a function of the real and pure imaginary parts
of the numbers P(zi). In the case m = ra not all the numbers g(zi) can vanish,
so the deviation is strongly convex. In this case the orthogonality
condition
m

(6.4)

ZMfkzf) + *(zf)l|P(zi)|p = 0,
i

for every choice of g(z), which is derived by equating

to zero the coefficient of

e, is both necessary and sufficient that P(z) be extremal.
For an extremal
polynomial
is known to exist and to be unique, and a strongly convex func-
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tion has at most one stationary point. The orthogonality
written in various forms, such as

(6.5)

391
condition

can be

Ypi\ P(zd |>-2Re [g(Zi)P(zi)]= 0.
i

A further equivalent
form of the orthogonality
condition is found by
writing v=g/P
in (6.4), and then replacing g by ig. We may rewrite the resulting equations for the polynomial P(z) = T„(z) as (6.1), a form that is
especially useful if T(z.)t^O. If T(z,)=0, of course sg[T(zA] is not defined,
but nevertheless if p > 1 we may here interpret | T(z{) | p_1 sg [T(zt) ] as zero.
We have previously [6, §9] used (6.1) when E is real and when therefore
the unique Tn(z) is real.
The relations (6.2) and (6.3) yield without further discussion some results

even for 0<p^l:
Theorem 6.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 6.1 except with p>l replaced by 0<p^l,
it remains true that every extremal polynomial T„(z) which
is different from zero on E satisfies the orthogonality conditions (6.1).
Theorem 6.1 has already been applied several times. We give two further
results to show the power of Theorem 6.1.

Theorem
6.3. An extremal polynomial
Tn(z) of degree n on a set E:
(zi, z2, • • ■ , zm), m>n,
with norm Y? Hk\ T„(zk)\p, Pk>0, p>l,
is also an
extremal polynomial on E with norm YT Hk | Tn(zk) \ p' for arbitrary p' (> 1)

and suitably chosen pi (> 0.)
The orthogonality
and pk is

condition

characteristic

of Tn(z) with relation

to p

m

Y HkI Tn(zk)K1 sg [Tn(z*)]g(z*) = 0
i
for every polynomial g(z) oi degree n — 1, and even if T„ vanishes
points of E this same condition can be written

in some

m

Y Hk' I Tn(zk) \''~lsg
i

[Tn(zk)]g(zk) = 0,

with pl >0. The latter condition is likewise characteristic
of T„(z) as extremal polynomial, now for exponent p' and weights pi.
Theorem 6.3 gives a proof (for real E compare §5) of the fact that under
the conditions of Theorem 6.3 with p>l but the pk unspecified, the class of
extremal polynomials is independent of p.
Every extremal polynomial of degree n with norm (0.1), 1 <p< oo, on a
finite set E containing m(^n + l) points is obviously an infrapolynomial.
But
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though the class Ci of proper infrapolynomials
(that is, infrapolynomials
not
vanishing in any point of E) is identical [Fekete, 3 ] with the class of proper
extremal polynomials for p= <*>,namely for the norm
max [pk | Tk(zk) \ , z on E],

pk > 0,

and pk unspecified, this class need not coincide with the class C2 of proper
extremal polynomials with the norm (0.1), 1 <p< <x>(these classes coincide
if E is real, by Theorems 5.2 and 5.3). For instance in the case ra = l, m = 3,
let E consist of the vertices of a nondegenerate
triangle; then C2 consists of
all linear polynomials z-\-a which vanish interior to the triangle, whereas Ci
consists of C2 plus those linear polynomials vanishing on the sides excluding
the vertices.

Theorem
6.4. If the polynomial Z„(z) = (z —z0)n, ra=T, is extremal for a set
Em: (zx, z2, • • • , zm) with norm X)" M*| Z„(z4)|p, pk>0, p>l,
then Tn-i(z)
= (z —z0)"-1 is extremal for the set Em with norm Y? M*| Tn-i(zk) | "p,("_1).
We choose Zo= 0, so the orthogonality

Y Mi | zk |
However,

conditions

sg Z4-Z4 = 0,

for Z„(z) can be written

j = 0,1, • ■ ■ , n — 1.

zk = \zk\ sg zk, z~k= \ Zk\/sg Z4, so these equations
^-,

I

n-l

2^, Pk\Zk

,np/(n-l)-l

n-l

sg Zk

for/>0

J

Zk = 0,

become

.

-

3 = 0, 1, • • • , n — 2,

precisely the characteristic orthogonality conditions for Z„_i(z) with the new
norm.
Of course Theorem 6.4 can be iterated; the successive degrees of the polynomials are ra, ra —1, ra —2, ■ • • , 1, and the successive exponents
of the
moduli of the polynomial in the norms are p,np/(n
— l), np/(n —2), • • ■,np.
Throughout
our discussion
we have consistently
used non-negative
weights, but under suitable-conditions
some of our results hold even if negative weights are admitted. We remark however that orthogonality
conditions
if negative weights are admitted are not of themselves sufficient to insure that
a polynomial P(x) has its zeros in the convex hull of E, even if P(x) and E
are real. As counter-example
we exhibit the polynomial P(x) =x2 + l, which is

orthogonal

(p = 2) on the set E: ( —1, 0, +1) with respective

weights (1, —4,

1) to both x and unity.
7. Approximation on an infinite set as the limit of approximation

on a

finite set. In [6] and the present paper we have investigated
primarily approximation on a finite point set. It is ordinarily finite sets that are used in
numerical computation,
and such sets are important even in the study of
approximation
on an infinite set. According to a classical result due to de la
Vallee Poussin, approximation
in the sense of Tchebycheff
on a closed
bounded real set E to a function f(z) continuous
on E by a polynomial
of
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degree n is equivalent to approximation
in the sense of Tchebycheff to f(z)
on a particular subset of E consisting of m+ 2 points by a polynomial of degree
m. Other results can be proved, concerning approximation
on a finite set as
the set varies and approaches (in a certain sense) an infinite set.

Theorem 7.1. Let n be fixed, let E denote a closed bounded set containing
infinitely many points, and let Ek (k = 1, 2, • • • ) denote a closed subset of E containing at least n + l points such that given e(>0),for
every sufficiently large k
each point of E is at a distance less than e from some point of Ek.
Let p(z) be positive and continuous on E, letf(z) be continuous on E, let p(z)
be the polynomial of degree n of best approximation to f(z) on E in the sense that

(7.1)

max [p(z) | f(z) - p(z) \ , z on E]

is least, and let pk(z) be the polynomial of degree n of best approximation
to f(z)
on Ek in the analogous sense with p(z) unchanged. Then for all z we have
lim pk(z) = p(z),

uniformly

on any closed bounded set of the plane.

The polynomials pk(z) are uniformly bounded on any closed bounded
of the plane. In fact, we may use Lagrange's interpolation
formula

"-1

Pk(zMz)

Pk(z) = 2^ 7777-->
i_l

03 (Zi)(z

— Zi)

set

_ ««

w(z) = 11 (z - ii).
1

Here we choose n + l distinct points ft of E, and require that the z,- although
variable with k shall lie respectively in mutually disjoint closed neighborhoods
of the ft; the numbers w(z)/co'(zj)(z —z<) are uniformly bounded for all
bounded z and for all z,- so chosen. For sufficiently large k, points z< of Ek lie
in the respective neighborhoods of the ft-. If we denote by M the least value
of (7.1), we obviously have

(7.2)

Mk = max [p(z) \ f(z) - pk(z) \ , z on Ek] = M,

ior p(z) is an admissible polynomial of degree n in considering approximation
on Ek. Thus the numbers pk(z,) are bounded uniformly with respect to i and
k, and it follows from the boundedness of the w(z)/w'(z,)(z —z.) that the pk(z)
are uniformly bounded on any closed bounded set. The analyticity
of the
pk(z) implies that the pk(z) are equicontinuous
on any closed bounded set.
Any sequence of the pk(z) admits a subsequence pus(z) which converges
uniformly on any closed bounded set (in particular on E) to a function po(z)
which by Lagrange's
interpolation
formula is necessarily a polynomial of
degree n. If z0 lies on E, there exists zkj on Ekj such that z*}.—>z0;
we have
pk,(zj)^po(zo), and also
n(zkj) | /(z*,.) - pkj(zk/) | -»n(zo) | f(zo) - po(z0) [ .
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The first members here are not greater than M, so the second member is not
greater than M. Then p0(z) coincides with the (necessarily unique) polynomial p(z), and the sequence pk,(z) converges uniformly on E to p(z). Every
subsequence of the pk(z) admits a subsequence which converges uniformly on
E to p(z), so the sequence pk(z) converges uniformly on E (and on any
bounded set of the plane) to p(z).
Theorem 7.1 can be extended so that it applies even to sets Ek not subsets
of E, provided we make the additional hypothesis that, given an e-neighbor-

hood of E, all Ek for ft sufficiently large lie in that neighborhood. The functions p(z) and/(z) can be extended in definition so that they are defined and
continuous over the entire plane; then p(z) remains positive in the neighborhood of E, and Mk has a meaning for ft sufficiently large. Inequality
(7.2)
is to be modified by adding €4 (> 0) to the last member, where tk—»0as ft—>=° ;
this modified inequality
follows by comparing
pk(z) with p(z) as an approximating polynomial onEk, thanks to the continuity of p(z),f(z), and p(z).
The proof of the theorem can be carried out essentially as before. The set E
may be finite, containing at least ra+ 1 points. This extension of Theorem 7.1
is proved in the particular case/(z)=zn+1,
m(z)=1 by Calugareanu
[l].
We turn now to an analog of Theorem 7.1 for least pth powers. For the
sake of simplicity, we choose £ as a single interval of the axis of reals, but
the theorem obviously extends to an arbitrary Riemann integral on a bounded
set of the axis of reals, a line integral on a curve in the z-plane, or a double
integral in the z-plane.

Theorem
7.2. Let E denote the interval O^x^ 1, and let Ek (namely the set
{xi} depending on ft) be a Riemann sequence for E associated with the intervals
A,x. Let p(x) be positive and continuous on E, f(x) continuous on E, and let n
and p (>0) be fixed. If pk(x) is a polynomial of degree ra of best approximation
to f(x) on Ek in the sense that

(7.3)

Mk = Y ti*i) | /(*<) - P*(xt) IPA-f*
Ek

is least, then any sequence of the pk(x) admits a subsequence which converges
uniformly on every closed bounded set of the complex plane, to a polynomial p(x)
of degree ra of best approximation
to f(x) on E in the sense that

M = f p(x)\f(x) - p(x)\pdx
J 0

is least. In the case p>l, the polynomials pk(x) and p(x) are unique, and the
sequence pk(x) converges uniformly to p(x) on every closed bounded set of the
plane.

For each ft divide E into a finite number of successive open or closed intervals, say of respective lengths A^, A2x, • • • , Amx; the point x< may be chosen
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arbitrarily
in the interval Atx and the set Ek consists of these points xit assumed distinct. The entire sequence {Ek} is to be chosen so that if 5 (>0) is
given, for k sufficiently large each interval Atx is less than 8 in length.
To prove that the polynomials pk(x) are uniformly bounded on any
bounded set, we remark first that if A(>0) is arbitrary, then for k sufficiently
large we have by comparison
of pk(x) with p(x) as approximating
polynomials on Ek

(7.4)

Mk = Y H(xi)| f(xi) - p(Xi) | 'Atx ^M+A;
Hk

this sum is a Riemann sum for M. As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, we next
choose m+ 1 distinct points ft of E, and mutually disjoint closed (onedimensional) neighborhoods
Nj of these points. For k sufficiently large, at
least half of each Nj is covered by intervals Atx having both initial and
terminal points in that Nj. The sum of the lengths of these Atx is at least half
the total lengths of the N,; for these intervals the individual terms occur in
the second member of (7.3), and the sum of such terms is by (7.4) not greater
than M+A. There exists at least one point (depending on k) in each A?/ at
which pk(x) is bounded uniformly for all k; it followed by Lagrange's interpolation formula that the pk(x) are uniformly bounded on any closed bounded
set and therefore equicontinuous
on any closed bounded set.
If F(x) is an arbitrary function continuous on E, the absolute value of
the difference between the integral of F(x) over E and a Riemann sum for
F(x) over E is not greater than w(8), where w(8) is a modulus of continuity
for F(x) on E, and 8 is the greatest length of a subinterval in the mesh defining the Riemann sum.
If any subsequence of the pk(x) is given, there exists a new subsequence
pkj(x) converging uniformly on any closed bounded set of the plane to some
polynomial p0(x) of degree n. The functions p(x)\f(x)—pk(x)\p
are equicontinuous on E, say with common modulus of continuity w(S). Given e( > 0),
for kj sufficiently large we have

/• 0 i

/•I

0

p(x)\f(x)

n(x)\f(x)

- Pkj(x)\pdx

^«(5),

- Pkj(x) \pdx - Mo = e,
I

M0= I n(x) | f(x) - po(x) \pdx.
J o

We can allow 8 = 8kj to approach zero as kj—►
«> whence Mkj—*M0. By the
definition of M we have Mo^M. But we also have by the definition of pkj(x)

Mkj = Y H(xi)| f(Xi) - p(xt) \pAiX;
Bk

i
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this last member approaches
M, whence M0^s AI and M0 = M, so po(x) is an
extremal polynomial.
In the case p>l,
the extremal polynomial p(x) is unique, every subsequence of the pk(x) admits a subsequence
converging uniformly on every
bounded set to p(x), so the sequence pk(x) itself converges uniformly on every

bounded set to p(x).
In the case 0<p<l,
neither the extremal polynomials pk(x) nor p(x)
need be unique; but if p = l the pk(x) need not be unique although (as D.
Jackson proved in 1921) p(x) is unique, so every sequence pk(x) converges
uniformly to p(x) on every bounded set.
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